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My general political concern on the NIST report that
its detractors might be missing!
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Dear Kevin - I posted this comment someplace, and I thought I might
share it with you so that if you deem it appropriate, you might use it
as needful. I haven't read the report itself, only read what others
have written. This is a speculative political perspective. Regards,
Zahir.

On the latest NIST report on the destruction of WTC-7
August 22, 2008.
The sense one might make of this if one extended the trend of broader
and broader hate speech laws, this new official NIST report may be a
devilish setup in the making for anyone calling 9/11 an inside job, or
that the buildings were controlled demolitions, as hate speech. This
means possibly jail time, fines, and even the charge of "terrorism"!
It is almost moving towards the equivalent of revisionism in Europe
vis a vis the holocaust question. As most know, questioning the
official version of "events" is putting people behind bars or fined on
the grounds of "hate speech"! EU nations already have such laws on the
books!
It is especially a crime in Germany, the perpetrators of
primal-crimes, to now question the official story as set by the
victors regarding it. This has enabled a lifetimes of mileage
extraction from it. Can one not see the parallels in the United States
for 911 - its primal-crime and the lifetime of mileage extraction that
is planned from it?
Instead of dismissing the NIST report and its coverage in the media as
fraudulent, it might be prudent to attempt to preempt this by not
attributing "stupidity" to official stupid looking things but treating
them as possibly nefarious for some other more subtle agenda.
Everyday tyranny is coming to the USA and its enablment is piece-wise,
piece-meal, baby-steps at a time, each step a setup for the next one,
and once taken, become pretty much irreversible!
While I haven't read the NIST report, one ought to take any output of
an offical organization like NIST seriously in the afore-stated
context. I can't imagine a normally stellar organization with a great
reputation for science publishing obvious nonsense to begin with, if

they feared they might someday (within their own lifetimes) have to
retract it! This is here to stay, and therefore, it is important to
ponder why would they publish such an obviously flawed report if their
leadership didn't forsee it being shored up in the foreseable future
with other external "forces" - in this case hate-speech laws that
would prevent anyone questioning it!
Be forewarned - the enemy is far more devious than most give them credit for.
Or maybe I give them too much credit - but it is better to
over-estimate their ingeniousness for depravity then to be surprised
by it!
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